What’s New With Threads?

STITCH of the Month

New overdyed Anchor
Anchor floss and Perle Cotton #5 are
now available in a range of 6 new
overdyed colors. These are really
pretty.

Victorian Step

Wild Hairs
Thread Gatherer has a great line of
fun threads called Wild Hairs. These
are dimensional and loopy, perfect for
couching down to make beards and
hair. Talk about instant gratification.
a package of threads, fold, loop and
tack in place; before you know it,
you have a unique one of a kind
beard for santa. What’s really fun, is
there are several different styles of
white Wild Hairs so all of your santas
won’t have to look exactly alike.

CUSTOM PAINTING
Do you have an idea that you would
like to needlepoint, but just haven’t
found it on canvas? Why not consider
a custom, one-of-a-kind canvas?
We have a fabulous local designer
who can bring your ideas to life. She
has painted a multitude of subject
matter from flowers to animals to
landscapes to doors, each is more
realistic than the last.
What could be more special than a
belt or pillow designed specifically for
the recipient, showcasing a few of his
favorite things. Bonnie has a rare flair
for combining your thoughts and
ideas into a masterpiece that is not
only stunning, but totally stitchable.

The Victorian Step is a vertical laid stitch.
Begin working the first row moving from left
to right across your canvas. As you work the
row you will be moving slowing down your
canvas along imaginary stair steps.
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Here’s where it gets really cool. As you
complete this pattern of steps a secondary pattern will appear. The longer
vertical stitches are more prominent in the pattern and create a series of
diagonals flowing through the pattern giving you a subtle sense of
movement.
This is a fun stitch that moves quickly. Consider it for clothing,
mountains, landscapes.
If you want a bold diagonal pattern, you can use two opposing colors of
thread, or for a more subtle look, try two different threads in the same
color. The possibilities are endless!

Remember this is custom; please
allow enough time for the creative
process.
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